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session.    Eden  had  always stressed  peace with Kemalist
Turkey, but the very process of liquidating the dispute in-
volved troublesome consequences.    Before settlement was
reached Great Britain had Italian backing in her claims
against Turkey. A price for this support was demanded by the
restless and apparendy irresponsible Benito Mussolini, and
was quietly paid by Sir Austen.   An arrangement was made
between  Great  Britain and   Italy  mutually  to recognize
spheres of influence in Abyssinia and in addition to grant to
Italy the * exclusive right * to certain concessions.   The imme-
diate effect of this Anglo-Italian arrangement was to arouse
French misgivings, which, as the third party to the 1906
Agreement, shared Great Britain's and Italy's special interest
in Abyssinia.   France demanded satisfaction from the British
Foreign Office, and failing to obtain more than an ambiguous
reply, encouraged Abyssinia to exploit her League privileges
against the Imperialist designs of the British and Italian
Governments.
Questions  were  asked  in  the  House,  and  Sir Austen
was able to make the British Government yet again the
exponent of all that is disinterested and laboriously honest.
Anglo-Italian agreement implied no conceivable threat to
the integrity of Abyssinia.   * Exclusive' rights were amply
defined.  No pressure would be brought on the Abyssinian
Government;  it would merely be asked  * at the proper
time   to   take  into   friendly   consideration'   the  proposals
made.  We welcomed Abyssinia's action in bringing her
accusations  to  the League as it would  give  the British
Government a chance to show the full innocency of its
policy.  These formulae no doubt fitted in with Eden's view
of legitimate and honourable procedure.   The whole thing
was at best a debating issue—a little capital for the Oppo-
sition, a little credit for the Government.
For the remainder of the year Eden was kept hard at work.
The function of a Foreign Secretary's alter ego in. the House
is to be obtainable irx the Lobbies, to absorb shocks and criti-

